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A. Dataset Statistics

We visualize additional statistics for the validation set of PoseTrack21 in Fig. 1. In particular, we illustrate the distribution of multi-object tracking (MOT) and multi-person pose tracking (Pose Tracking) instances within each frame in Fig. 1 a). Some sequences in PoseTrack21 contain more annotated bounding boxes than poses. For that reason, there are some cases in which the number of frames containing \(n\) persons (i.e. \(n = 72\)) is higher for Pose Tracking than for MOT. For illustrative reasons, Fig. 1 a) is scaled logarithmically. Additionally, we visualize the distribution of bounding box sizes in Fig. 1 b). In Fig. 1 c), we measure the number of annotated frames for MOT and Pose Tracking, respectively. PoseTrack21 follows PoseTrack 2018 [1], which provides densely annotated keypoints in the center of every sequences. The remaining frames are sparsely annotated with a step size of four frames. In contrast, PoseTrack21 provides annotated bounding boxes for every frame. Finally, we illustrate the total amount of persons for MOT and Pose Tracking, which have a maximum bounding box intersection over union in an interval of \([0,1]\) in Fig. 1 d). This shows that the majority of persons occlude each other with an intersection-over-union of at least 20%.

B. Ablation Studies

We provide additional ablative analysis for multi-person pose tracking, multi-object tracking and person search.

Multi-Person Re-ID Pose Tracking We additionally analyzed the performance of our proposed baselines in terms of false-positives and MOTA score with respect to the size of the person bounding boxes. Fig. 3 a) shows the false positives rate for our baselines. As expected, the number of false positives decreases for larger bounding-boxes. \textit{TrackerWCorr} has significantly more false positives than the remaining baselines. This additionally confirms that keypoint correspondences are not a suitable motion model and that keypoint-based non-maximum suppression fails to remove duplicate detections reliably.

As highlighted in Fig. 3 b), all baselines achieve the highest MOTA scores for bounding box sizes between 800 and 1000 pixels, afterwards the performance drops significantly. The drop in performance might be caused by a weakness of our underlying person detector, which we used in all our Pose Tracking baselines. In particular, we used FasterRCNN [7] with FPN [5] as our person detector.

Multi-Object Tracking In a similar fashion, we analyzed the performance of our multi-object tracking baseline [3, 8, 9] and \textit{CorrTrackWReid}. As shown in Fig. 4, MOT approaches show very similar performance patterns, compared to multi-person pose tracking baselines (Fig. 3).

Person Search Fig. 5 shows our ablative experiments for person search. In Fig. 5 a-c), we plot the number of matches, mAP and top-1 scores with respect to bounding box size. In Fig. 5 d), we plot the number of matches with respect to bounding box visibility (1 - IoU). Except for the top-1 score, the performance of all approaches degenerates for a bounding box sizes larger than 1100 pixels, which is similar to multi-person pose tracking and multi-object tracking. We conclude that the respective person detector models are not sufficiently trained on large bounding boxes, which can be caused by limited availability of large-scale persons during training. To our surprise, \textit{SeqNet} [4] performs worse than related approaches for box sizes between 1000 and 1200 pixels, even though \textit{SeqNet} utilizes a cascaded detection architecture.

C. Keypoint HOTA

HOTA [6] is an evaluation metric that has been originally proposed for the task of MOT. It tries to balance detec-
tion accuracy and association accuracy of underlying tracks. For the association of detected tracks to ground truth tracks, HOTA utilizes a localization similarity, which relies on the IoU of bounding boxes. For the task of multi-person re-id pose tracking, we extend HOTA to keypoint HOTA. In particular, we rely on the head-normalized percentage of correct keypoints (PCKh) \([2]\) as localization similarity. This allows us to measure the tracking performance on a keypoint level and we define the person-level tracking performance as the average tracking performance among all keypoint classes.

Furthermore, HOTA aims to maximize true positive assignments and prefers an assignment with minimal identity switches (IDSW) to an assignment with high localization accuracy. This is achieved by an additional global alignment score (cf. (15) in \([6]\)). PoseTrack21 contains very challenging scenarios with high degrees of occlusions. For that reason, we aim to penalize re-identification errors strictly and do not use the global alignment score in keypoint HOTA, since it tolerates identification errors if two persons are close as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The source code of the evaluation metrics is available at https://github.com/andoer/PoseTrack21.
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Figure 3. **Multi-person pose tracking**: Ablative evaluation of false positives and MOTA with respect to bounding box size. Best viewed with a PDF reader with zoom function.

Figure 4. **Multi-object tracking**: Ablative evaluation of false positives and MOTA with respect to bounding box size. Best viewed with a PDF reader with zoom function.


Figure 5. **Person search**: Ablative experiments with respect to bounding box size and visibility. Best viewed with a PDF reader with zoom function.